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DAY DATE TOUR   ITINERARY NIGHT STAY 

DAT 1  On arrival transfer to Dambulla. En route visit to Pinnawela. 
Pinnawela Elephant Orphanage - Started in 1975 to house the abandoned 
and the wounded, the orphanage has grown to be a big family today. A 
unique experience never to be missed. Dambulla - is a vast isolated rock 
mass 500ft high and a mile around the base. Here is found the famous Rock 
Temple dating to the First Century BC. The caves of Dambulla sheltered the 
King Walagamba during his 14 years of exile from Anuradhapura. When he 
regained the throne he built the most magnificent of Rock Temples to be 
found on the Island. Overnight stay in Dambulla. 

 
DAMBULLA 

BREAKFAST- NO LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 2  After Breakfast proceed to Sigiriya. Climb the Sigiriya Rock Fortress. 
Sigiriya - is home to the 5th Century “Fortress in the Sky” which is perhaps 
the most fantastic single wonder of the Island. It is also known as Lion Rock 
because of the huge lion that used to stand at the entrance to the fortress. 
Within its triple-moated defense the huge rock rises almost to a sheer 
height of 500ft. On its summit are the foundations of what was once a great 
and sumptuous palace and gardens complete with swimming pool. On one 
of the stairways the only known ancient work of Sinhala secular painting 
survived in the form of Frescoes of life sized damsels in all the freshness and 
delicacy of their original color. Next proceed to Kandy. En route visit to En 
route visit Spice Garden. Visit a Spice Garden at Matale (OPTIONAL) - and 
see the luscious Cinnamons, Cardamoms, Pepper plants etc. You can also 
purchase your requirements of spices. Next proceed to Kandy. Kandy - the 
hill capital. The last stronghold of the Sinhala Kings was finally ceded to the 
British in 1815. Kandy is an example of the Buddhism’s influence in Sri Lanka 
today. Temple’s shrines and monasteries keeping alive Buddhist traditions 
are everywhere. Overnight stay in Kandy. 

 
KANDY 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 3  After breakfast visit to the Royal Botanical Gardens at Peradeniya. 
Royal Botanical Gardens, Sixty Seven hectares of exquisite beauty and 
botanical treasurers containing more than 4000 species, this is haven not 
only for Scientists but to every nature lover as well. Commence city tour of 
Kandy, including Upper Lake Drive, Market Square, Arts and crafts Centre, a 
Gem museum and a lapidary and the Temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic. 
Temple of the Sacred Tooth Relic - ever since 4th Century A.D, when the 
Buddha’s Tooth was brought to Sri Lanka hidden from sacrilegious hands in 
an Orissan princess’ hair, the Relic has grown in repute and holiness in Sri 
Lanka and throughout the Buddhist world. It is considered Sri Lanka’s most 
prized possession. Gem Museum & Lapidary –Sri Lanka produces the finest 
quality of gem in the world. We mine semiprecious gems, the sapphires of 

 
KANDY 

Dambulla + Kandy + Nuwara Eliya + Bentota Tour Package 

         5 Nights | 6 Days 
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Sri Lanka, which are very exclusive and comes in shades of blue, red, green, 
white…act Be a witness of the cultural show. Kandyan Dance is a dance form 
that originated in the area called Kandy of the Central hills region in Sri 
Lanka. But today it has been widespread to other parts of the country. 
Overnight stay in Kandy. 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 4  After breakfast proceed to Nuwara Eliya. En route visit to Sri Bhaktha 
Hanuman Temple in Ramboda. 
Sri Bhaktha Hanuman Temple - According to the ancient stories, Ramboda is 
a area, where the forces of Rama's gather to fight against King Ravana. This 
temple was built by the Chinmaya mission of Sri Lanka and dedicated to 
Hanuman. This temple houses for 16 feel height statue of Hanuman. En 
Route Ramboda falls & tea factories and tea plantation. Nuwara Eliya - The 
‘Little England’ of Sri Lanka, is set against beautiful backdrops of Mountains, 
Valleys, Waterfalls and Tea Plantations. It is supposed to be one of the 
coldest places on the island, but is really just like an England spring day 
although the temperature does drop at night. All around Nuwara Eliya you 
will see evidence of the British influence. Houses are like country cottages or 
Queen Ann style mansions. Tea Factory or Tea Processing Center. There are 
hundreds of Tea factories in the Central Highlands, the Uva region and in the 
Southern parts of Sri Lanka. Some of these factories are situated in 
breathtakingly beautiful landscape, surrounded by indeed serene green 
gardens of tea. A casual tourist to this island cannot call his visit complete if 
he does not pay a visit to some of them. Visitors to any of these Centers are 
normally treated with typical Sri Lankan courtesy and normal given an 
educative, guided tour on the various stages of tea manufacturing process. 
Next visit, Seetha Amman Temple is located approximately 1 kilometer from 
Hakgala Botanical Garden.The temple is located in the village called “Seetha 
Eliya”. This place is believed to be the place where Sitha held captive by the 
king Ravana in the Lanka of the epic, Ramayana. Aftrewards visit Hakgala 
Botanical Gardens Hakgala Botanical Garden is one of the three botanical 
gardens in Sri Lanka. It is the second largest garden in Sri Lanka. The garden 
has a cool temperate climate because of altitude is 5,400 feet above the sea 
level. The mean annual temperature ranges between 16°C to 30°C during 
course of a year.[3] From December to February it has a cold climate. The 
garden is famous for number of species of Orchids and Roses are planted 
there. Overnight stay in Nuwara Eliya. 

 
NUWARA ELIYA 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 5  After breakfast proceed to Bentota. En route visit Devon Waterfall or St 
Clears Waterfall. Afterwards visit Kosgoda Turtle Hatchery. 
Kosgoda Turtle Hatchery - Kosgoda is famous for its turtle hatchery 
operated by the Wild Life Protection Society of Sri Lanka. It was established 
in 1981 to protect Sri Lanka's turtles from extinction. The hatcheries pay 
fishermen for eggs that they collect at night along the long sandy beach. 
Visitors are shown the huge tanks filled with new born but lively hatchlings. 
After being fed the hatchlings are taken to the sea and released when they 
are 2-4 days old. They are not always released during the safer hours of 
darkness. Although October to April is the main laying season, some eggs 
can be found at Kosgoda throughout the year. Overnight stay in Bentota. 

 
BENTOTA 
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BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

DAY 6  After breakfast proceed to Galle. Boat ride at Madu Ganga River in 
Balabitiya. 
Madu River - A shallow water body in south-west Sri Lanka, which enters the 
sea at Balapitiya. The Buddhist Amarapura Nikaya sect had its first 
Upasampada (higher ordination ceremony) on a fleet of boats anchored 
upon it in 1803. The Buddhist Kothduwa temple is situated on an isolated 
island in the lake.Together with the smaller Randombe Lake, to which it is 
connected by two   narrow   channels,   it   forms   the   Madu   Ganga 
wetland.    Itsestuary and    the   many mangrove islets  on  it  constitute  a  
complex  coastal   wetland ecosystem.   In   has  high ecological, biological 
andaesthetic significance, being home to 303 species of plants belonging to 
95 families and to 248 speciesof vertebrate animals. It might be one of the 
last remaining tracts of pristine mangrove forests in Sri Lanka.The 
inhabitants of its islets produce peeled cinnamon and cinnamon oil. Next 
proceed to Galle and commence a city tour in Galle. Galle - is considered to 
be one of Sri Lanka’s most historically interesting towns. Built on a 
premonitory rock in the south of the Island. It was a major port until about 
100 years, but today still handles shipping and sailing boats in the natural 
harbor. Stroll around the Lighthouse and harbor or visit the old town where 
you can see the traditional lace makers and wood carvers. An Opportunity 
to purchase some the finest shell-craft souvenirs in the world. Afterwards 
transfer to Colombo. City tour and shopping in Colombo Colombo - like 
many capital cities in developing countries Colombo is fast changing its face. 
Almost overnight, skyscrapers arise from where old buildings once stood, 
yet in some parts; the old world charm is retained. A 100-year-old clock 
tower and several British built, colonial buildings are still to be seen in the 
city. The Pettah bazaar – where one can shop for bargains, a Hindu and a 
Buddhist temple, residential areas where you find the stately homes of the 
affluent, the Colombo museum, the Bandaranaike memorial international 
conference hall – an outright gift to Sri Lanka from the people’s republic of 
china, the new parliament in Sri Jayawardenapura and the folk art center 
are some of the places of interest that one can visit to Visit shopping 
complexes such as ODEL, HOUSE OF FASHION, MAJESTIC CITY. Departure 
transfer to Airport. 

 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

 

 
HOTEL NAME City Name Hotel Name 

Minimum 2 Person Must Dambulla Hotel Pelwehera Village 
 

Kandy Oakray City Hotel 

Nuwara Eliya Oakray Summerhill Breeze 

Bentota Hibiscus Beach Hotel 
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Per Adult Cost Per Child Cost (2 To Below 12 Years} Per Infant Cost 

Air fare 50000/- Approx  --- Air fare -- 

Land Package  32000/- Land Package + Air fare 65000/- Land Package -- 

Air fare & Hotel Room Depend on subject to seat & Room Availability  
 

Package Include Package Exclude 

• Return Air Ticket 

• Accommodation on BB basis from Breakfast on day 02 at 

hotels specified or at hotels of similar standard. 

• Transportation in an air-conditioned vehicle on private 

basis throughout tour. 

• Service of an English Speaking Chauffeur Guide for 

groups up to 10 pax and for groups above 11 pax, an 

English speaking National guide will be provided with an 

additional cost. 

• Service charges & Government tax (VAT 12%, NBT 2.04%, 

SC 10%, and TDL 1%) 

• All the Entrance fees 

• Lunch and Dinner throughout the tour 

• Camera and video permit 

• Any expenses of personal nature 

• Porterage at hotels 

 

Booking Must Be Made Within 3 To 7 Days 

No Booking Has Made Yet, All Reservation, Seat & Fare Are Subject To Availability On Booking time 

 

Important: 
1. Check-in 12:00 hrs. / Check-out time is 11:00 hrs. 
2. The guest should always keep cool with the drivers as they are not tourism educated and come from 

different remote villages. 
3. On arrival of guests we will provide them with local contact numbers of our executive, who will 

handle the entire operation. 
4. If any tourist spot do not complete for closing day & if they want to do the same on next day then 

they have to pay the extra cost for the vehicle. 
5. Please inform your guest to maintain the timing for the sightseeing / transfers which will advisable by 

our executive. Once our vehicle will leave the hotel area without picking up the guests & come back 
at parking stand then guest must have to arrange their own to reach at the parking stand. 

6. Room Heater available with an extra cost Bourne by the guest directly (Excet 4 ****) 
7. Due to shortage of power the guest sometimes, may have to bear it with candle light. 
8. Category of Rooms in the packages normally remains to deluxe / super deluxe rooms. 
9. For Extra adult in the room we will provide an extra bed (wherever possible), but some hotels only 

provide a roll out bed and have no provision of an extra be 
10. Operator reserves the right to re-arrange itinerary to suit hotel availability without changing the total 

number of days in each destination and without compromising any services. 
11. Child sharing parent’s room will not be provided an extra bed. 
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Itinerary provided is just suggestive and the sightseeing will be done as per availability. For 
exciting holiday offers contact us at UNITED CONSULTANCY & TOURS , abc.rony@yahoo.com 
+880 29116781 

 

বিশেষ সতর্ক তা  
 বিলম্বনা এড়াশত দাশের উপর বনর্ক র হহাশেশলর অিস্থান িা ঠির্ানা ও আপনার পছশের হহাশেল হিশছ 

বনন।ওশেিসাইে অথিা গুশ াল হথশর্ হহাশেশলর োন ও সাবর্ক স সম্পরশর্ হজশন বনন,হহাশেশলর সাবর্ক স হপশত হশল 

হহাশেল বরশসপোশন র্থা িলনু।শহাশেল সাবর্ক স এর জনয ইউনাইশেড র্ন্সাশেবন্স অযান্ড েুযরস দােী নে। 

 দশু্কা পূর্ক আিহাওো / ্াবির্ ত্রুটি িা হ্শর্াশনা অনার্াবিত র্ারশন বিোন / জাহাজ / িাশস বিলম্ব িা িাবতল 

অথিা এর্টি বিোন / জাহাজ / িাস বিলশম্বর র্ারশন পরিতী র্াশনর্টিিং বিোন / জাহাজ / িাশস উঠশত না 
পারশল ও তার র্ারশন অবতবরক্ত রাবিজাপশনর খরচ িা নতুন টিশর্ে ক্রে / তাবরখ পবরিতক ন খরচ িা হ্শর্াশনা 
হপনাবে সম্পূর্ক সম্মাবনত গ্রাহর্শর্ িহন র্রশত হশি(হদশে িা বিশদশে থার্া সেে র্াশল)। 
 

12 Month Installment (Selected 12 Bank Credit Card Holder Only) 

• Standard chartered bank 

• UCB Bank 

• Dhaka Bank 

• Southeast Bank bd 

• Social islami bank (SIBL) 

• AB Bank 

• BRAC Bank Limited  

• Lanka Bangla finance  

• NRB Bank 

• Eastern Bank ltd (EBL Bank)  

• Prime bank  

• American Express 


